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Philip Schweiger 
linkedin.com/in/philipschweiger   |  pschwei1@gmail.com  | 212.729.0154 

 

Full stack, full life cycle, collaborative software engineer with a front end orientation 
 

I have over a decade of experience writing, shipping, supporting, and revising software. I’m 
active throughout the stack, from setting up Cloud SQL databases to building RESTful APIs to 
creating intuitive UIs, but my front end roots keep me firmly focused on the user experience. 

 

EXPERIENCE 

Audible, an Amazon company, Newark NJ  - Software Development Engineer 
April 2018 - Present 

● Planned and directed migration of contract management system from Java Server 
Pages to React 

● Established consistent, user-focused development and deployment practices 
● Supported successful transition of contracts and royalty payment services from Oracle 

to PostgreSQL 

Spotify, NYC  - Software Engineer -  Oct 2011 - April 2018 

Senior engineer with deep technical and organizational experience. Highlights: 
● Shipped reliable code in multiple frameworks, languages, and systems including React, 

Angular, Node, Python, Java, BigQuery, PostgreSQL, and MySQL, and across a variety 
of projects including a data catalog, A/B testing platform, and dashboards service. 

● Increased speed and quality by embracing CI/CD and technologies such as Docker. 
● Promoted mature, collaborative engineering culture by initiating discussions and 

regular knowledge sharing, and by modeling practices such as pair programming, 
constructive code reviews, and clear documentation. 

● Spearheaded an initiative to make engineering interviews more consistent and 
effective. 

Sanborn Media Factory, NYC  - Senior Web Developer -  May 2008 - Oct 2011 

Developed databases and web sites for a range of projects 
 

Teach For America, NYC  - Web Developer -  Mar 2007 - May 2008 

Managed website featuring video, audio, and written content to illustrate teaching methods. 

EDUCATION 

Fordham University, NYC  -  M.A. English and American Literature  -  2006 

Gonzaga University, Spokane, WA  -  B.A. International Studies  -  2002 
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